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1899-1902 He described the case for intervention, whose existence Chamber-
Age 47-50 j^ £WO mon^]ls earlier had questioned, as overwhelming.
Chamberlain's reply indicated his partial conversion but pro-
fessed a leaning, as a first step at any rate, towards peaceful negotia-
tion. At an interview which followed at Bloemfontein Milner
pressed for a franchise with a five years' qualification. Kruger,
while refusing this, was moved to procure the introduction of
measures on the basis first of a nine and then of a seven years'
qualification. These and subsequent proposals seemed in July to
promise an early settlement, but this was the signal for an outcry
by the Outlanders who denounced any compromise on such a basis
as a " moral Majuba." They, moreover, and their champions in
this country appealed to the alleged " suzerainty" or " para-
mountcy " of Great Britain as invaded by the claim of the Boers to
treat the franchise as a purely domestic question. Meanwhile,
Chamberlain had clearly been influenced by the Rhodesian slogan
that " Kruger had never looked into the mouth of a cannon," and
was brought round to the view that a show of force—a practical
proof that England meant business—was all that was needed to
bring the Boers to heel.
His policy thenceforward, both in word and deed, was one of
thinly veiled menace.   War, it is fairly clear, he neither desired nor
expected, but thought its fruits could be secured bloodlessly by the
means indicated.   For the measures necessary to give effect to this
policy it would be convenient to appropriate any support he could
from the Opposition ; and it was no doubt with this consideration
in mind that on 20th June he asked C.-B. to see him.   At the inter-
view he showed the latter a telegram from South Africa stating that
a firm demonstration of force would cow the Boers into submission,
and invited his countenance and support for the despatch to South
Africa, to this end, of a force of ten thousand men.   In this inter-
change one of the parties—it is not clear which—used the word
" bluff."   "Whichever of them used it, and whether it was used or
not, it seems to describe the contemplated move with some pre-
cision.   Only three days before C.-B. had said at Ilford that nothing
in his view justified military preparations.    But apart from all
questions of justification or the ethics of international chicane, the
fierce suggested seemed to him quite inadequate to its ostensible
purpose.   One who shrinks from the " mouth of a cannon ?* may be
ratimpirased by that of a peashooter: the " bluff/' if that were
$he rigltfc term, might be called*   He accordingly declined Chamber-
Isfaafa irritation.   C3iamberlain? ttndiscouraged, proceeded to impart

